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MOZZENPRO OVERVIEW
High quality video streaming
Mozzen PRO brings High quality video streaming in both flash and HD format directly to your paying
customer. Now it’s possible, with Mozzen PRO to have exactly the same cinema quality view on the
computer, through the internet.

Multilanguage and multicurrency
One advantage of running online business is to have no boarder limit for the customer. You may
expand your VOD business worldwide due to the Multilanguage Module- allowing unlimited languages
for the website, and to the Multicurrency Module supporting unlimited currencies for payment.

Built-in white label support
It is so easy now with the new Mozzen Pro to advertise your VOD business: we white label the
software for you so feel free to upload your own logos and start making money under your own brand.
Worldwide.

Pay-per-minute and pay-per-view
Mozzen PRO allows you to charge your customers on a pay-per-view (per movie) basis or
pay-per-minute basis for each video on your website. From the admin office you may choose what
payment basis is to be used when publishing a video.

Integrated CMS that allows you to modify the template and the content
With Mozzen PRO you can easily manage the content. The integrated CMS facilitates content creation,
content control, content editing, and many essential web maintenance functions. It provides the tools
designed to give you an easy to use function, without necessarily knowing programming
languages or markup languages.

Complex affiliate system
Having an affiliate system is mandatory for the owner developing online business. Mozzen PRO is the
professional Video on Demand application for internet and we build it to respond to any requirement
and to make our clients successful in their activity. Contact us for more details.
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